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“A fast blast of riddles and rhymes.” 

Another noncompetitive activity. 

Each card contains a riddle that is answered by a rhyme of one, two, or three syllable words.  

One person at a time, beginning with the professor, will state whether the riddle is a “hink 

pink” (single syllable rhyme), “hinky pinky” (two-syllable rhyme), or a “hinkity pinkity” 

(three-syllable rhyme). This is indicated at the top of each card. Then, the same player will 

read the riddle aloud (but NOT the rhyme at the bottom of the card). 

Other players then must figure out the answering rhyme. When the rhyme has been 

correctly identified, play continues to the next person who reads his or her card. 

Example: Hink Pink. A sports match where players compete in order to find fault = Blame Game 

 

Through this game, students have a chance to work on several aspects of language and 

word choice in public speaking: 

• Rhetorical devices, such as rhymes, that make oral communication more engaging 

and memorable 

• Oral style through simplified word choice 

• Consideration of alternative modes of expression 

  



 

  
HINK PINK 

green fungus 

growth on a yellow 

precious metal 

Gold Mold 

HINK PINK 

an evil spell on a 

funeral car 

 

Hearse Curse 

 

HINK PINK 

a slip or tumble in a 

long narrow 

interior corridor 

Hall Fall 

 

HINK PINK 

blinding light 

coming off the 

follicles on top of 

one’s head 

Hair Glare 

 

HINKY PINKY 

the shaking back 

and forth of the 

body due to a 

stifled laugh 

Giggle Wiggle 

HINKITY PINKITY 

injury to the brain 
by the jarring or 

shock of an 
orchestra’s drum 

section 
 

Percussion 
Concussion 

 

HINKY PINKY 

a hand grip for a 

wax light source 

Candle Handle 

HINK PINK 

a fear of tall places 

Height Freight 

HINKITY PINKITY 

a newspaper story 

about a small bit or 

piece like an atom 

Particle Article 

HINKY PINKY 

a thumping tool for 

a person who 

deceives in order to 

win 

Cheater Beater 

 

HINKY PINKY 

a cow fight 

 

Cattle Battle 

 

HINKY PINKY 

a whale hunting 

weapon found in a 

comic strip 

Cartoon Harpoon 

HINKITY PINKITY 

prevention against 

seeing oneself in a 

mirror 

Reflection 
Protection 

HINKITY PINKITY 

a document 

duplicating 

machine that is 

more messy 

Sloppier Copier 

HINKITY PINKITY 

a more frightening 

person who totes 

things or delivers 

mail 

Scarier Carrier 

HINK PINK 

an ink-filled writing 

instrument for 

female chickens 

Hen Pen 

HINKITY PINKITY 

a cocktail made 

with a cucumber-

like, green squash 

Zucchini Martini 

HINKY PINKY 

a dry mix for 

making a thick 

clam soup 

Chowder Powder 

HINKY PINKY 

a furry, bearded elf 

or pixie with wings 

Hairy Fairy 

 

HINK PINK 

a timepiece for a 

star athlete 

Jock Clock 



 

 HINK PINK 

a smooch that 

didn’t hit its target 

Kiss Miss 

HINK PINK 

a wound caused by 

the teeth of a 

horse-mounted, 

armored soldier 

Knight Bite 

HINK PINK 

a tiny mark of 

speck on a tightly 

tied loop of rope 

Knot Spot 

 

HINK PINK 

a lower limb that 

looks like a wooden 

barrel 

Keg Leg 

 

HINKY PINKY 

poisonous fluid 

coming from heavy, 

cotton fabric used 

to make jeans 

Denim Venom 

 

HINKITY PINKITY 

ceramics 

sweepstakes 

Pottery Lottery  

HINKY PINKY 

a bath in which 
finely ground 

wheat is sprayed 
from an overhead 

nozzle 

Flour Shower 

HINK PINK 

a battle between 

toys that fly in the 

breeze on the end 

of a string 

Kite Fight 

HINKITY PINKITY 

a newspaper story 

about a small bit or 

piece like an atom 

Particle Article 

HINKY PINKY 

the ballerina’s 

response to a 

question 

Dancer Answer  

HINKY PINKY 

a brief snow shower 

of a common, spicy 

Asian Indian sauce 

Curry Flurry 

 

HINKY PINKY 

the strength and 

might of a plant 

blossom 

Flower Power 

HINKITY PINKITY 

prevention against 

seeing oneself in a 

mirror 

Reflection 
Protection 

HINKITY PINKITY 

a document 

duplicating 

machine that is 

more messy 

Sloppier Copier 

HINKITY PINKITY 

a more frightening 

person who totes 

things or delivers 

mail 

Scarier Carrier 

HINK PINK 

an ink-filled writing 

instrument for 

female chickens 

Hen Pen 

HINKITY PINKITY 

small pieces of 

colored pasta 

thrown in a parade 

Spaghetti Confetti  

HINKY PINKY 

a fatal combination 

of songs into a 

single piece of 

music 

Deadly Medley 

HINKY PINKY 

quiet, easily 

controlled ancient 

animal remains 

preserved in rock 

Docile Fossile 

HINK PINK 

a seat for a rabbit 

Hare Chair 

 


